What Is the Value of the Cisco Captive Portal?
To provide highly secure guest access to visitors and other users, select Cisco® wireless access points support a captive portal with multiple authentication options and the ability to configure rights, roles, and bandwidth. A captive portal lets connected clients see a special web page before using the Internet. A customized guest login page presents a welcome message and access details, and reinforces your brand with company logos.

What Problems Does It Help Solve?
In an increasingly mobile, collaborative business environment, more organizations are opening up their network environments for controlled sharing of resources with business partners, customers, and other guests. Businesses are seeking better ways to:
- Provide secure wireless Internet access to visiting customers

Cisco Captive Portal
Captive portal support enables highly secure, customized guest access with multiple rights and roles. Feature-rich and easy to set up and use, the Cisco captive portal supports:
- Customized guest login page with company logos
- Ability to create multiple instances of the captive portal
- Multiple authentication options
- Ability to assign different rights and roles
- Ability to assign bandwidth (upstream and downstream)
- Automatic disconnect at the end of the scheduled time

What Are the Benefits of the Cisco Captive Portal?
With the Cisco captive portal, you can provide controlled, authenticated guest access to the Internet and your network resources, without compromising your company’s security. Cisco captive portal support enables you to:
- Improve collaboration and productivity
- Enhance customer satisfaction and experience
- Boost business agility
- Safeguard sensitive company assets with robust security

For More Information
For more information on Cisco Small Business products and solutions, visit www.cisco.com/smallbusiness or www.cisco.com/go/wap500.